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RWSA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Minutes of Regular Meeting

May 24, 2022

A regular meeting of the Rivanna Water and Sewer Authority (RWSA) Board of Directors was
held on Tuesday, May 24, 2022 at 2:33 p.m. via Zoom.

Board Members Present: Mike Gaffney, Jeff Richardson, Michael Rogers, Brian Plnkston,
Ann Mallek, Lauren Hildebrand, Gary O'Connell.

Board Members Absent: None

Rivanna Staff Present: Bill Mawyer, Lonnie Wood, Jennifer Whltaker, David Tungate,
Deborah Anama, John Hull, Jeff Southworth, Phil McKalips, Betsy Nemeth, Andrea Bowles,
Mlchelle Simpson, Jennifer Whitaker.

Attorney(s) Present: Carrie Stanton and Valerie Long.

1. CALL TO ORDER
Mr. Gaffney convened the May 24, 2022 regular meeting of the Board of Directors of the
Rivanna Water and Sewer Authority at 2:33 p.m.

2. STATEMENT FROM THE CHAIR
Mr. Gaffney read the following statement aloud:

"This is Mike Gaffney, Chair of the Rivanna Water and Sewer Authority.

"I would like to call the May 24, 2022 meeting of the Board of Directors to order.

"Notwithstanding any provision in our Bylaws to the contrary, as permitted under the City of
Charlottesville's Continuity of Government Ordinance adopted on March 7, 2022 (Ordinance
No. 0-22-029), Albemarle County's Continuity of Government Ordinance adopted on April 15 ,
2020, and last revised effective November 4, 2020 (Ordinance No. 20-A(16)) and Chapter 1283
of the 2020 Acts of the Virginia Assembly effective April 24, 2020, we are holding this meeting
by real time electronic means with no board member physically present at a single, central
location.

"All board members are participating electronically. This meeting is being held pursuant to the
second resolution of the City's Continuity of Government Ordinance and Section 6 of the
County's revised Continuity of Government Ordinance. All board members will identify
themselves and state their physical location by electronic means during the roll call which we
will hold next. I note for the record that the public has real time audio-visual access to this

meeting over Zoom as provided in the lawfully posted meeting notice and real time audio access
over telephone, which is also contained In the notice. The public Is always invited to send
questions, comments, and suggestions to the Board through Bill Mawyer, the Authority's
Executive Director, at any time."



47
48 Mr. Gaffney called the roll.
49
50 Ms. Lauren Hildebrand stated she was located at 305 Fourth Street NW, Charlottesville.
51
52 Ms. Ann Mallek stated she was located at 4826 Advance Mills Road, Earlysville.
53
54 Mr. Gary O'Connell stated he was located at 1720 Yorktown Drive, Charlottesville.
55
56 Mr. Brian Pinkston stated he was located at 575 Alderman Road, Charlottesville.
57
58 Mr. Jeff Richardson stated he was located at the County Office Building, 401 Mclntlre Road,
59 Charlottesville.
60
61 Mr. Michael Rogers stated he was located at City Hall, 605 Main Street, Charlottesville.
62
63 Mr. Mike Gaffney stated he was located at 3180 Dundee Road, Earlysville.
64
65 Mr. Gaffney stated the following Authority staff members were joining the meeting
66 electronically: Bill Mawyer, Lonnie Wood, David Tungate, Betsy Nemeth, John Hull, Jeff
67 Southworth, Andrea Bowles, MlcheIIe Simpson, Deborah Anama, and Attorney Valerie Long of
68 Williams Mullen.
69
70 Mr. Gaffney stated they were also Joined electronically by Carrie Stanton, Counsel to the
71 Authority.
72
73 3. MINUTES OF PREVIOUS BOARD MEETING
7 4 a, Mimites of Regular Board Meeting on April 26, 2022

75 Mr. Gaffney asked if there were comments or changes to the minutes before they were approved.
76
77 Ms. Stanton stated she noticed two points—on line 430 and 467—statements were attributed to
78 herself when she believed the statements were made by either Andrea Bowles or Valerie Long.
79
8 o She stated they would have to confirm to correct the minutes.
81
82 Mr. Gaffney asked what the lines were.
83
84 Ms. Stanton stated it was lines 430 and 467, with respect to the leased parcel and the Catterton
85 Road border.
86
87 Mr. Gaffney asked if either Ms. Bowles or Ms. Long knew who made the statements.
88
89 Ms. Bowles stated she believed there was a comment made regarding the EIliott House parcel
90 and whether it was directly adjacent to Catterton.
91
92 Mr. O'Connell moved the Board to approve the April 26,2022 meeting minutes as
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93 amended. The motion was seconded by Ms. Mallek and passed unanimously (7-0).
94
9 5 4. RECOGNITIONS
96 There were no recognitions.
97
9 8 5. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR )S REPORT
99 Mr. Mawyer recognized one of the water operators, Seth Marshall, who had passed the Class III

100 water operating license. He stated Mr. Marshall had been with the Authority for less than a year
l0l and worked at the South Rivanna WTP.
102
103 Mr. Mawyer reported that new Board member tours of the water facilities had restarted. He
104 stated Mr. Rogers, Mr. Pinkston, Mr. Gaffney, Ms. Mallek, and Mr. O'Connell had visited the
105 major urban water treatment plants and reservoirs. He stated Ms. Jennifer Whitaker, Director of
106 Engineering, served as a judge for the energy and environment track of the Institute of Electrical
107 and Electronic Engineers, which worked on sustainability for the benefit of humanity. He stated
108 a tour was hosted for UVA students of the water treatment plants. He stated that NBC29 had a
109 news story regarding testing wastewater for CO VID-19, Mr. Tungate provided an interview, and
no there was good footage of the plant. He mentioned that Ms. Bowles and Ms. Anama had
ill participated in the annual Rivanna River Festival on May 1.
112
113 Mr. Mawyer stated that he was invited by DEQ to serve on a regulatory advisory panel that

ll4 would review amending the regulations and requiring every applicant for a surface water or
115 groundwater withdrawal permit to also complete a water auditing plan and a leak detection and
116 repair plan. He explained that a water audit plan compared how much water was produced to
117 how much had been sold; if water was being lost, then a leak detection and repair plan was

us implemented. He noted that it was a new initiative.
119
120 Mr. Mawyer stated there would be a strategic plan update started soon, and the Authority had
121 contracted again with Raftelis Consultants, who did the original strategic plan. He stated they
122 would be in contact with the Board regarding input for the update.
123
124 Mr. Gaffney asked if there were any comments or questions.

125
12 6 Mr. O'ConneIl commented that the tours were informative.

127
128 6. ITEMS FROM THE PUBLIC
12 9 Mr. Gaffney stated that later in the meeting, there would be a public hearing on the rate schedule
130 and operating budget. He stated that this agenda item was for anything not involving the rate
131 schedule or operating budget, and asked if there were comments from the public.
132
133 Mr. Hull stated there was one speaker.

134
135 Ms. Dede Smith stated that she is a Charlottesville resident, and she was pleased to see the final
136 version of the Urban Finished Water Master Plan on the agenda. She commented that parts of the
137 plan had moved ahead despite the fact the plan was not finalized. She stated this was relevant
138 because one of the two goals for the plan was to plan, deliver, and maintain dependable
139 infrastructure In a financially responsible manner—which you can't do without looking at the big
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140 picture.

141
142 Ms. Smith stated she had sent an email to the Board regarding the plan but would spend her time
143 on Slide 4, "Water Systems Analysis," which was another way of saying water demand
144 projections. She stated the community water plan was also based on an exaggerated prediction of
145 ' future water demand, and that is no longer debatable. She stated this pattern seems to be
146 repeating, as the Urban Finished Water Plan looked like it provided a similar projection.
147
148 Ms. Smith asked the Board to envision what would happen if those millions of dollars could be
149 instead invested in cutting the current demand in half, which she stated could likely be done
150 simply with toilets and washing machines. She stated it would likely happen because the western
151 part of the country could not sustain flushing their toilets and washing their clothes with
152 chlorinated, fluorinated drinking water. She noted that for those who grew up in a certain era,
153 tearing up streets and laying down pipes is still considered progress—but some younger
154 generations would not agree with the project yet and would still have to pay for It.
155
156 Mr. Gaffney asked if there were other comments from the public.
157
158 Mr. Hull stated there were no further comments.

159
160 Mr. Gaffney closed the items from the public.
161
162 7. RESPONSES TO PUBLIC COMMENTS
163 Mr. Mawyer stated that Ms. Smith's comments and correspondence were always appreciated. He

164 stated Ms. Smith had often discussed the Central Water Line project and the Route 250 bypass
165 alternative. He stated It was an alternative that was being closely examined and considered, and
166 tentatively, there would be data to report by the next month.
167
168 5. CONSENT A GENDA
169 a. Staff Report on Fmance
170
171 b. Staff Report on Operations
172

173 c. Staff Report on Ongomg Projects
174

175 d. Staff Report on Wholesale Metering
176

e. Staff Drought Monitormg Report

179 / Approval of the FY2022-2023 Personnel Management Plcm Update
180
181 g. Approval ofFY 2022-2023 Pay Scale Adjustment
182
183 h. Award of Term Contracts for Professional Dam Engineering Services
184
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185 /'. Authorization for Construction Change Order - Moores Creek Slide Gate Improvements
186 Project
187

188 j. Update on Buck Mountain Property Management Plan

189 Mr. Gaffney asked if there were items any member would like to pull for comment or discussion.
190
191 Ms. Mallek stated she believed the security enhancements and fences related to Moores Creek
192 were on the Consent Agenda. She asked about the valves that irrigation trucks used as they
193 pulled up to fill up with water, noting that this was a concern to the citizens. She stated a one-
194 way valve replacement was a minimum protection for the water facilities, and she would like that
195 to be discussed at a future date. She stated she had a question regarding wholesale meters and
196 asked if the County had invested in the infrastructure so that it would have access to 11.99
197 million gallons per day—as they currently used just 4.5 million.
198
199 Mr. Mawyer stated that was correct.

200
201 Ms. Mallek stated that was great, and she was in favor of planning ahead.
202
203 Ms. MaIIek moved to approve the Consent Agenda as presented. The motion was seconded
204 by Mr. O'Connell and passed unanimously (7-0).
205
206 9. OTHER BUSINESS
207 a. Presentation and Approval: FY2023-2027 Capital Improvement Plan

208 Mr. Mawyer stated that the Capital Improvement Plan had been discussed previously, In
209 February, and the Authority was guided by the strategic plan goal of infrastructure and master
210 planning. He stated the FY 23-27 CIP included 41 projects that totaled $205.1M. He stated that
211 the Authority was spending funds to improve the water systems. Expenditures on the urban water
212 system were estimated to be $122.5M, with expenditures on the urban wastewater system
213 totaling $44.4M. He stated expenditures on the non-urban plants and shared projects totaled
214 $38.2M. $10M in cash reserves would be utilized to help fund the CIP, but otherwise it would
215 take additional debt issuance of about $123M over the five years.

216
217 Mr. Mawyer stated the annual Capital Budget could be seen on the slide presented for the
218 upcoming fiscal years, and the FY23 budget was estimated at $26 million. He stated in FY25, it
219 was $32M—with a noticeable drop-off after that may not hold true. He stated typically as they
220 got closer to the horizon, they find they have items that need to be funded. He stated this
221 constituted the $205M five-year CIP.
222
223 Mr. Mawyer continued that they used the funds to manage, improve, and maintain their facilities
224 and equipment, of which they had about $390M. He stated that included five water supply
225 reservoirs, six water treatment plants, four wastewater treatment plants, and they also owned and

226 managed the Lickinghole stormwater basin that served the Crozet area and helped protect the
227 South Rlvanna Reservoir.
228
229 Mr. Mawyer stated that their major programs and projects came in several categories, and they
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230 were currently upgrading their water treatment plants at South Rivanna and Observatory. He
231 stated they worked on reliability and redundancy within their facilities, which was why they
232 were building the Airport Road Water Pump Station and the Central Water Line and replacing
233 the major electrical system at Moores Creek. He stated they had operating, maintenance, and
234 safety issues that they would address in terms of security and environmental facilities—an
235 increasingly prevalent topic—and maintaining the facilities at Moores Creek consumed a lot of
236 their maintenance funding.
237
238 Mr. Mawyer stated they had regulatory requirements at the Beaver Creek Dam to increase the
239 spUIway capacity so it could pass about 31 inches of water per day, and that was an increase
240 from about 15 inches of water per day currently. He commented that this was a huge increase,
241 but the records showed that in 1969, Hurricane Camille dumped 29 inches of water in a short
242 amount of time in the Nelson County area, so it was not unheard of. He stated they were also
243 about to finish the flow equalization tank, which was going to allow them to store wastewater
244 from Crozet in a tank when rainwater was getting in the sewer pipe—rather than having it
245 overflow somewhere between Crozet and Moores Creek, they would take it out of a pipe and
246 store it in a tank; when the flow subsided, they would take the wastewater out of the tank and put
247 it back into the pipe.
248
249 Mr. Mawyer reported that they also had capacity projects, including the Schenks Branch
250 interceptor, which they were working on with the City and the County. He stated they were
251 planning a renovation and addition to the administration building at Moores Creek, and also had
252 the major project of the South Rivanna to Ragged Mountain Pipeline. Me stated these were some
253 of the programs and projects contained within the CIP.
254
255 Mr. Mawyer continued that some of the major projects they had heard a lot about were the
256 community water supply projects. He stated numbers 1 and 2 on the slide were renovating their
257 two largest water treatment plants, and number 3 was replacing a raw waterline between the
258 Ragged Mountain Reservoir and the Observatory Water Treatment Plant as well as building a
259 pump station with that project. He noted a short section of the Rivanna to Ragged Pipeline would
2 60 be built to connect to the south end of the existing pipe they built at Birdwood.
261
262 Mr. Mawyer stated they would build the pipe between the Ragged Mountain Reservoir and the
263 Observatory Treatment Plant so the raw water supply could be increased to the larger
264 Observatory Water Treatment Plant. He stated they needed to build the Central Water Line pipe,
265 to get the water from the Observatory Treatment Plant and to tiie full area of the City and into the
266 County.

267
2 68 Mr. Mawyer stated the pipe from of the South Rivanna to Ragged Mountain Reservoir would
269 give them raw water needed to keep Ragged Mountain full. He stated Ragged Mountain was
270 their largest reservoir but did not fill on its own, and they had to pipe water to it. He stated that
271 was the largest project in the program, and when completed, it would raise the water level in
272 Ragged Mountain by 12 feet and add 700 million gallons to their storage capacity, which was a
273 major increase.

274
275 Mr. Mawyer stated over the 15-year horizon, they estimated they had about $523M in
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276 expenditures planned, but those costs may increase as they identified needs. He stated there were
277 lots of emerging programs for water and wastewater treatment for which they would have to
278 plan.

279
280 Mr. Mawyer stated in summary, they had 41 projects in the FY23-27 CIP, totaling $205.1M. He
281 stated they estimated their charge increases to the City would be 6.9% in FY23, and to the
282 ACSA, 9.6%. He stated they were pursuing NRCS grants to help with the Beaver Creek project,
283 so that would help lower the ACSA's charge increase if they were successful. Pie stated they
284 were exploring additional grants.
285
286 Mr. Mawyer stated that Rivanna appreciated that the County had approved $750,000 in ARPA
287 funding for RWSA» which would help them with the Red Hill Water Treatment Plant addition
288 and Scottsville lagoon liners replacement at the water treatment plant. He stated they applied for
289 a $21 M grant with the health department that would add more GAC facilities so they could
290 remove PFAS, an emerging contaminant that was at the center of a national discussion—not only
291 in drinking water but in wastewater. He noted that this was coming from the bipartisan
292 infrastructure law with federal money available for grants.
293
294 Mr. Mawyer reported that they were poised to apply in the next month for a cybersecurity grant
295 to help them put in a card access system for their entrance gate at Moores Creek and improve the
296 fencing, gating and traffic access at the front gate. He stated they were also looking at a program
297 called Building Resilient Infrastructure and Communities, which was a federally funded program
298 that included climate change and how it may make storms more intense and droughts more
299 extensive. If the storms were more intense, flooding at Moores Creek would impact the
300 wastewater facilities. They were exploring that Issue and how they could possibly be eligible for
301 that grant program from the federal government.
302
303 Mr. Mawyer stated they had an extensive program trying to maintain their facilities and assets
304 and making sure they were providing water of an adequate quality and quantity for the
305 community, as well as treating wastewater so the environment and public were protected. He
306 stated they appreciated the funding from the City and AIbemarle County Service Authority, but
307 they were also trying to find any funding opportunity they could through the current grant
308 programs.

309
310 Mr. Pinkston asked to see the previous slide and asked if the charge increases were the rate
311 increases, with the City's at 6.9 %.

312
313 Mr. Mawyer responded that they were the charge increases from Rivanna to the City. He stated
314 Ms. Hildebrand with her staff and the finance staff would determine the retail charges to retail

315 customers.

316
317 Mr. Pinkston asked if that number from RWSA included the annual operating costs.
318
319 Mr. Mawyer responded affirmative ly. He stated even though they presented it as part of the CIP,
320 these charges were the total Rivanna charge increases they estimated, which would be CIP debt
321 service cost as well as the operating cost to give a comprehensive view of what the charges
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322 would be. He stated it would not be very meaningful to tell them what the CIP would cost if they
323 did not include what the operating programs would cost.
324
325 Mr. Pinkston asked what the operating budget for the upcoming year was.
326

327 Mr. Mawyer replied that it was $41.8M, and they would talk about that next.
328
329 Ms. Mallek asked if this resilience grant that Mr. Mawyerjust mentioned could also help with
330 the cost of the Rlvanna to Ragged pipeline, because it seemed drought was as equally as possible
331 as flooding, given climate change.
332
333 Mr. Mawyer stated they would explore that possibility with their consultant. He stated the grant
334 programs had a maze of requirements and trying to match projects with programs for which they
335 were eligible was a challenge. A lot of the programs had preferences for disadvantaged
336 communities, but they were working hard to identify every project for which they had a
337 reasonable chance of eligibility.
338
339 Mr. Gaffney asked if there were any other comments or questions.

340
341 Mr. Mawyer stated It was requested the Board approve the CIP.
342
343 Mr. Gaffney asked if there was a member of the Board who would make a motion to approve the
344 Capital Improvement Plan for Fiscal Year 2023-2027.
345
34 6 Ms. Mallek motioned the Board approve the FY23-27 Capital Improvement Plan. Mr.
347 O'Connell seconded the motion.

348
349 Mr. O'ConneIl asked if the next year's CIP was roughly $26M.
350
351 Mr. O'Connell asked of what big projects they could tell their customers were being funded out
352 of the next year's funds. He stated he knew a lot of these projects were in process, like the two
353 treatment plants for example.

354
355 Mr. Mawyer stated there were the two treatment plants, the Airport Road Pump Station was
356 currently under construction, the Moores Creek 5kV electrical replacement was a $5M project
357 underway, and he could send a list of the rest of the projects.
358
359 Mr. 0 Connell stated that was helpful. He stated he was trying to recall the major ones.
360
361 Mr. Gaffney asked if there were any other questions. There being none, the Board voted.
362
363 The motion passed unanimously (7-0).
364
365 h. Presentation, Public Hearmg, and Approval: FY 2022-2023 Rate Schedule and Operating
366 Budget
367
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368 Mr. Mawyer reported that the budget was introduced in March. He stated they were guided by
369 their strategic plan goals that were listed on the slide. He stated that the budget for next year was
370 estimated to be $41.8M, which was a 7.4% increase above this year's budget. He stated their
371 debt service cost was estimated to be $19.7M, which was a 6.9% increase. He stated'their
372 expenses were to increase by $1.6M, or 7.8%. He stated they were going to contribute a small
373 amount from reserves, $150,000 to support the GAC initiative that had been going on for several
374 years. This would be the last year they would contribute to the GAC subsidy.
375
376 Mr. Mawyer stated the total charges to the City were estimated to be $16.5M, or a 6.9% total
377 increase. He stated the charges to the Service Authority would be $23.6M, or a 9.6% increase
378 over current year charges. He stated the simple pie chart for the budget showed that expenses
379 were 53% and debt service was 47% of their $41.8M budget. He stated they were building all the
380 major infrastructure for the water and sewer system, and they carried all the debt to support those
381 systems for the County and the City. He stated the expenses of $22.IM—when they combined
382 the essential costs of personnel, chemicals, equipment, building repairs, and utilities-
383 represented about 84% of their expenses, so they did not have much flexibility within the budget.
384
385 Mr. Mawyer reported that they did have a specialty program in Wastewater Odor Control for
386 $400,000, through which they were putting chemicals Into the wastewater as it made its way
387 from Crozet to Moores Creek, to make sure that locations along Rt. 250 were not impacted. He
388 stated they trucked biosolids, the end-of-the-line product ofwastewater treatment, to Waverly,

389 Virginia to be used for compost He noted that this was 3% of their budget at $735,000. He
390 stated Information Technology was a growing part of their budget, and to take care of their
391 Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System (SCADA) that they used to manage and report
392 on treatment processes, as well as asset management software and document management

393 software, they were heavily dependent on technology and committed to those associated
394 expenses.

395
396 Mr. Mawyer stated major projects for the fiscal year that had been mentioned already were the
397 water treatment plant renovations and the Airport Road pump station construction. He stated they
398 wanted to build a section of the Rivanna to Ragged pipeline, which would extend from the north
399 end of the Blrdwood waterUne under Rt. 250 and Old Garth Road onto University Foundation
400 property. He stated the Beaver Creek Dam pump station/piping design was a large project that
401 they were continuing to work on with the NRCS in preliminary design. He stated the Central
402 Water Line was a major project, and in the future they would be talking more about how climate
403 change may affect these projects.
404
405 Mr. Mawyer stated Mr. Pinkston had asked why the City charge increases were different from
406 the Service Authority charge increases. He explained that the asterisks shown on the slide noted
407 that the water treatment plant renovations were funded 52% by the Service Authority and 48%
408 by the City, and Airport Road would be 100% funded by the Service Authority in the new
409 agreement. He continued that the Birdwood to Old Garth Road construction would be 80%
410 funded by the Service Authority and 20% by the City; the Beaver Creek project was 100%
411 funded by the Service Authority; and the Central Water Line was 52% Service Authority and
412 48% City. He explained that this was why there were funding and charge increase differences
413 from Rivanna to the two organizations.
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414

415 Mr. Mawyer stated some of the additional expenses they had projected for the next year, such as
416 chemicals, biosolids transportation and disposal, and odor control, were all going up. He stated
417 they were tying to keep up with technology and fund that appropriately for SCADA, security,
418 and other programs. He stated they proposed a4% merit pool to begin in July for their staff and
419 did not propose any additional staff for next year; they continued to focus on existing staff and
420 appreciated the 6% increase the Board had granted In February.
421
422 Mr. Mawyer stated that the financial forecast showed the rate charge increases projected for the
423 next five years. He stated their operating budget was projected to be $41.8Mfor next year. He
424 stated their capital budget was $25.8M, and their five-year CIP was $250.1M. He stated they
425 anticipated new CIP debt of about $123M over the next five years. He stated in summary, their
426 total budget proposed was $41.8M, a 7.4% increase above the current year. He stated the City
427 and ACSA charges were shown on the slide and the same as previously mentioned. He stated he
428 would be glad to answer any questions and that they had the rate schedule, which was the
429 foundation of their budget, for viewing on the screen. He requested that the Chair have a public
430 hearing on the rate schedule and the budget.
431
432 Mr. Gaffney opened the public hearing for the FY2022-2023 Rate Schedule and Operating
433 Budget. He asked Mr. Hull if there were any members of the public who would like to speak at
434 this time.
435
436 Mr. Hull indicated that there were no comments from the public.
437
438 Mr. Gaffney stated they would close the public hearing and asked the Board if there were
439 comments or questions.

440
441 Mr. Pinkston commented to Mr. Mawyer that he was impressed by the thoughtfulness and
442 attention to the future that the CIP represented, and the recent tour of the facilities gave him an
443 impression of professionalism as well as preparing for the future. He emphasized that this sort of
444 preparation and robustness they wanted to have in place came at a cost. He stated Mr. Gaffney
445 could perhaps speak to this point, but years ago when they faced a drought, they were almost at a
446 point of not being able to provide services. He asked to see the slide of rate increases per year
447 again. He stated he believed those numbers were fair and accurate in terms of the CIP they were
448 approving, the level of investment they wanted, and the quality of operations they had. He stated
449 the other side of that, however, was a geometric sort of increase in terms of the rates.
450
451 Mr. Pinkston stated he did not know if there was a way in the future for them to do some
452 benchmarking compared to other communities, or of that rate Increase of 7% as a nominal figure
453 for the City, how much could be attributed to inflationary pressures versus the desire to have a
454 robust system. He stated he was not sure if he was being clear in his remarks but thought the
455 system they had and that they were working towards was world class, and he was grateful they
456 had and would have that. He stated he thought the geometric and exponential increase in rates
457 should have more discussion at some point to explain to the average consumer the rationale for
458 that. Me asked Mr. Mawyer if that made sense.

459
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4 60 Mr. Mawyer responded that it did. He stated that inflation, as in other parts of their lives,
461 Impacted the chemical costs, labor costs, and transportation and fuel costs. He stated because the
4 62 chemicals were trucked to them, the cost ofdiese! was reflected In those charges. He stated they
463 were sensitive to and appreciated the fact that their charges were projected to go up, and they
4 64 strived to minimize and be effective and efficient but also had to balance that with system

4 65 reliability and quality.
466
4 67 Mr. Pinkston agreed and reiterated that he was impressed by the professionalism and levels of
468 redundancy—and from an engineering perspective, the systems that they were creating were
469 world class. He stated that was what the community wanted and needed, but they had to be able
470 to explain the fact that what they were getting was a world-class system that might have impacts
471 on rates, as well as the fact they were in an inflationary period in terms of both materials and
472 compensation. He stated he was unsure of what to do about what he just stated, but he thought
473 they needed to be thinking about if they were making the right investments and if they were able
474 to explain it to the people paying their water bill that it was not just the increase over the year but
475 multiple increases over multiple years, and a lot of that had to do with inflation.
476
477 Mr. Mawyer stated they would be glad to work with him on that as they started their next
478 budgeting process and see what they could come up with. He stated before his time here, the
479 Authority decided they would have a granular activated carbon (GAC) water filtering process,
480 which was expensive and generated a clear cost-benefit situation. He stated there were great
481 benefits to the community, which he thought most people appreciated if they understood them,
482 but there was again a cost to build it and maintain it every year. He stated those types of things
483 he knew Mr. O'ConneU focused on as well, to explain to customers the benefits they were
484 getting for their water and sewer bill. He stated they were glad to help with that as best they
485 Could.

486
487 Ms. Mallek stated she always appreciated being able to see those benchmarks, because they
488 made us look good. She pointed out that their water was unbellevably inexpensive. She stated
489 when Mr. 0 Connell spoke, she would like him to explain what apenny bought, because she was
490 always pleasantly shocked by that. She stated it felt like in that past 15 years or so, the agency
491 had pushed hard to catch up after a decade or more oftotal postponement of doing any
4 92 Improvements, and unfortunately the downside of that was that then they had to pay.
493
4 94 Ms. Mallek stated she was really grateful for all the planning that had gone in and the work that
495 was going to happen, because she remembered very clearly in 2004 when the water agency
496 stated they were seven days away from closing the University. She stated that would have had an
4 97 economic impact far greater than these percentages and increases now. She stated they were a
498 large percentage, they were pennies In the water and sewer bills and absolutely made a
499 difference, for which the value was huge.

500
501 Mr. O'Connell stated one penny would buy someone two gallons of safe, clean, and reliable
502 water. He stated the 9.6% increase was the wholesale charge. He stated on the retail side as to
503 what the customer was actually charged, they had 4.6% in their budget proposal. He stated they
504 were trying to find some other ways to help fund what he thought was necessary for what
505 Rivanna was doing. He stated as Ms. Mallek had just mentioned, there were two major water
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506 treatment plants that were more than 60 years old that needed major repairs, and there were some
507 expansions but mostly delayed repairs that they at some point must do—and now seemed to be a
508 good time.
509
510 Mr. O'ConnelI stated there were also some statewide dashboards, and Draper Aden had one that
511 anyone could look at that showed their retail rates compared to the rest of the state. He stated the
512 Service Authority rates had consistently been below the statewide average for their comparable
513 bills, so he thought that spoke well to appreciate the value and have safe water to provide reliably
514 to their customers.

515
516 Mr. Gaffney added that the ACSA, even before his time on this Board, for many years had hook-
517 up fees for new construction for larger buildings so that they built a fund that helped pay for the
518 new and improved infrastructure that was needed for the growth. He stated that was why ACSA
519 with a 9% increase only had their rates go up 4.6%. He stated he knew the City also looked at
520 these rates and what they charged their customers, but he was not aware as much as he was about
521 ACSA's service fees to help pay for that infrastructure. He asked if there were any other
522 comments or questions.

523
524 Mr. Pinkston motioned to approve the Fiscal Year 2022-2023 Rate Schedule and Operating
525 Budget. Mr. O'Connell seconded the motion, which passed unanimously (7-0).
526
527 Mr. Mawyer thanked Lonnie Wood, Jennifer Whitaker, David Tungate, and their staff for
528 working through the budget process from the previous August to the finalization in the following
529 May. He stated they all had to work as a team to try to think strategically and cost effectively
530 about what they needed to not create an unreasonable financial burden on the public. He stated
531 he appreciated all that they did to put these budgets together.
532
533 c. Presentation: Urbcm Finished Water Master Pl^-n

534
535 Ms. Michelle Simpson introduced herself and stated she would be discussing the Urban Finished
536 Water Master Plan, which covered the urban service area, colored pink on the map shown on the
537 slide. She stated it encompassed the City ofCharIottesville and the surrounding areas served by
538 the ACSA out to Glenmore and up to the North Rivanna zone. She stated this master plan
539 supported their strategic plan goal for Infrastructure and master planning.
540
541 Ms. Simpson noted that this was a master plan, so this was a high-level, conceptual plan for the
542 next 50 years. She stated that a lot of this work had started in 2019, and a lot of the earlier work
543 had been the basis for advancing several of their other CIP projects. She stated many projects
544 they would see listed were already in progress, and they were Included in the CIP. She continued
545 that some of Urban Finished Water Master Plan goals were to Identify improvements required to
546 enhance water system efficiency, provide capacity to meet future demands, and increase

547 operational flexibility. She stated as part of the project, they were preparing schedules and cost
548 estimates for completing all of those improvements.
549
550 Ms. Slmpson stated the water system analysis included first an update of their 2012 hydraulic
551 model, and part of the work done by Baker Engineering was to evaluate the model for various
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552 water demand projections out to 2070. She stated the 2070 water demand projection was about
553 14 million gallons per day. She stated it also evaluated needs for various operational scenarios,
554 including their maximum day demands, imbalanced water production at the various water
555 treatment plants, and whether there was a water transmission main or water tank out of service,

556 under drought conditions and under fire flow conditions.
557
558 Ms. Simpson stated the master plan was organized into separate groupings of distribution system
559 improvements, storage improvements, pumping improvements, and other studies that needed to
560 be done. She stated first they would discuss distribution system results. She stated the slide
561 showed specific conveyance improvements that were outlined. She stated Baker evaluated the
562 entire distribution system, the lines of which were highlighted in yellow on the map. She stated
563 the results showed that they had a lot of gaps in their transmission system, which resulted In a
564 lack of hydraulic connectivity in the urban service area. She stated their goal with these
565 improvements was to address operational and hydraulic inefficiencies in moving water across the
566 system and improve system flexibility.
567
568 Ms. Simpson stated one of the projects for conveyance improvements was the Central Water
569 Line, on which she had given a presentation in January. She stated It currently included about
570 five miles of24-inch to 30-inch transmission main and coordinated with replacement of the
571 City's East High Street main. She stated this project would significantly improve the hydraulic
572 connectivity between the Observatory plant, the Observatory tank, the Avon Street tank, and the
573 Pantops tank- She stated it also allowed for the full 10-MGD capacity of the Observatory Water
574 Treatment Plant improvements to be utilized.
575
576 She stated another conveyance improvement was the Berkmar/Airport Road Waterline project,
577 which was currently under construction. She stated it was a new 24-inch water main that tied into
578 their water main in Route 29, as shown on the lower part of the map. She stated the blue line on
579 the map showed their existing line, and they were building a new 24-inch waterline behind
580 Kohl's, which would follow Berkmar Drive to their new Airport Road pump station. She stated
581 the pump station would have a new 16-inch waterline conveying water out into the north zone
582 and connecting into the Service Authority's existing 12-inch line in Timberwood Boulevard. She
583 stated they would build a Phase 2 of that project, which would be a new 16-inch waterline from
584 the Airport Road Pump Station to Airport Road once VDOT came back and built the remaining
585 section ofBerkmar Road Extended.

586
587 Mr. Richardson asked to see the previous slide. He stated Ms. Simpson had discussed
588 dependability and reliability. He asked if with Phase 1 of the pump station and piping, by 2025,
589 there would be increased water capacity in that area.

590
591 Ms. Simpson responded that the new pump station would be redundant to the existing North
592 Rivanna Water Treatment Plant until the North Rivanna Water Treatment Plant was
593 decommissioned. She stated at that point, it would provide the same water capacity to the north
594 zone after that, with the potential for increased capacity in the future.

595
596 Mr. Richardson thanked Ms. Slmpson.

597
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598 Ms. Simpson stated the next type of distribution system results in this category were
599 reinforcement and redundancy improvements. She stated the plan recognized that there were
600 multiple vulnerable areas in their systems, and that Included areas where they had railroad

601 crossings, river crossings, major highway crossings, and hlgh-pressure mains. She stated these
602 were critical assets that were difficult to access and difficult to repair, and that made them
603 vulnerable areas.

604
605 Ms. Simpson stated for redundancy projects, they had the Emmet Street Waterline, which would
606 be about 14,000 feet ofwaterline connecting near the Observatory Water Treatment Plant all the
607 way up to Route 29 and Hydraulic Road. She stated Phase 1 of the waterline would prioritize the
608 gap that they had between the waterlines of the Lambeth pump station area up to Hydraulic Road
609 and Route 29. She stated this would provide redundancy to the Central Water Line and additional
610 reliability between Observatory Water Plant and South Rivanna Water Plant.
611
612 Ms. Slmpson reported that another project that had advanced was the Second South Rivanna
613 River Crossing. She stated this was a new 24-inch line that left South Rivanna Water Treatment
614 Plant and would have adlrectlonal drill under the river, then follow Rio Mills Road over to their
615 24-inch waterline In Route 29. She stated the river crossing would be parallel to the Berkmar
616 Bridge. She stated the next project was the Second North Rlvanna River Waterline Crossing and
617 Reinforcement.

618
619 Ms. Simpson stated in the center of the screen was the North Rivanna River, and the area with
620 the yellow box shown was their hlghest-pressure section of the North Rivanna Waterline at 175
621 PSI. She stated it was made of old cast Iron, and the stars shown on the map notated the multiple
622 waterline breaks on this old cast iron line. She stated in consideration of the breaks, the high
623 pressure, and the age, they were looking to replace this section of pipe and strengthen the system
624 because It was the most vulnerable area. She stated they would put in a second river crossing
625 because of vulnerability there as well.
626
627 Ms. Simpson stated they looked at another redundant river crossing. She stated this was in the
628 Pantops area. She stated the City's 12-lnch line was shown in the bottom left of the map, at the
629 end of Market Street. She stated the yellow line shown would be a new 16-inch redundant river
630 crossing that went over to State Farm Boulevard and would tie in with the ACSA's 16-inch line
631 that went around the hospital, and their line In State Farm Boulevard. She stated that would be a
632 redundant crossing to the-24-inch river crossing on River Road. She showed on the screen some

633 additional areas for redundancy. She stated these were various projects that the City and Service
634 Authority and Rivanna could do within their systems to strengthen connectivity between their
635 Southern Loop Waterlme and the planned Central Water Line. She stated those could be done
636 over a range of time and would increase connectivity through the system.
637
638 Ms. Simpson stated the next category for distribution system results were for piping replacement
639 improvements. She stated the master planning process recognized that in the next 50 years, much
640 of their cast iron would be over 100 years old> so the map on the slide showed the pipe ages at
641 2070. She stated the sections higiilighted in red would be the sections that would be over 100
642 years old by 2070. She stated for programming purposes and to have it documented in the master
643 plan, they assumed a 100-year useful life. She stated the specific waterlines highlighted in red
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644 were programmed into the 50-year plan to be replaced as they reached their 1 00-year life.
645
646 Ms. Simpson stated overall, those distribution system improvement projects would accomplish a
647 lot of goals. She stated they would close gaps across the Urban Service Area, address operational
648 inefficiencies, improve system flexibility and redundancy, move more water across the

649 transmission system, and enhance hydraulic connectivity.
650
651 Ms. Simpson stated she would now move onto the storage system results. She stated the results
652 of the study showed that they had a lot of storage, but much of it was not usable. She stated their
653 goals as part of this study were to increase usable storage in the existing storage tanks, add
654 storage where needed to improve their operations, and increase water turnover and reduce water

655 age. She continued that regarding urban zone storage, for the short term, they would be looking
656 at opportunities to recover unusable storage by addressing high-elevation customers. She stated
657 in the long term, they would look at moving the Pantops tank to a higher elevation when it
658 needed to be replaced, install an elevated tank when the Avon Street tank needed to be replaced,
659 and the new tanks could overflow at a higher elevation to match the overflow elevation of the

660 Observatory tank.

661
662 Ms. Simpson stated for the Stillhouse tank, they were looking at installing a second 50-foot
663 diameter, 50 feet high, 0.7 MG tank on the existing site. She continued that at Lewis Mountain,
664 they were looking at putting a second 0.5 MG tank on the same site. She stated the Lewis
665 Mountain and StiIIhouse tanks were in their own pressure zones, so this would help to reduce
666 pump station cycling and provide some redundancy to the existing tanks in both of those systems
667 when one of the tanks needed to be offline for maintenance or painting.
668
669 Ms. Simpson stated that at the Airport Road Pump Station, the site had room for two future 1MG
670 storage tanks. She stated they currently were not building those tanks with the new pump station,
671 but they had reserved the space on the site for them. She stated they would continue to reevaluate
672 those tanks with each master planning cycle to see if they were needed. She stated finally, the
673 pump station results from the study identified that their pump stations were adequate for what
674 they had, and the only new pump station that was really needed within their system was the
675 Airport Road Pump Station.
676
677 Ms. Simpson stated it was currently being built as part of the Airport Road and Berkmar
678 Waterline project that she discussed at the beginning of the presentation. She stated this station
679 would have two 1 .5 ]VTGD pumps and would be used to support the north zone instead of using
680 the temporary Kohl's pump that they used in emergencies. She stated this would support as
681 redundancy to the North Rivanna Water Treatment Plant, and in the future when the North
682 Rlvanna Plant was decommissioned, it would serve the north zone entirely.

683
684 Mr. O'Connell asked if there was also space there for an additional larger pump there so they

685 could get more capacity in the northern system as part of the future plan or when the growth
686 needs occurred.

687
688 Ms. Simpson replied that this was absolutely correct. She stated right now, they were putting in
689 1.5MGD pumps, but there was room for four pumps in the pumps station, so they could
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690 definitely add more pumps in the future and have a larger firm capacity for that zone. She asked
691 if that answered Mr. O'Connell's question.

692
693 Mr. O'ConnelI stated yes and thanked Ms. Simpson.
694
695 Ms. Mallek asked if there were no mountains available, whether the tanks could be raised on
696 stilts or a basement to get the higher elevation needed. She asked if that was reasonable.
697
698 Ms. Simpson asked if she meant for the Airport Road site specifically or for the rest of the urban
699 system.

700
701 Ms. Mallek noted that Ms. Simpson had mentioned moving storage tanks to higher elevations.
702
703 Ms. Simpson stated yes. She explained that as far as the Pantops tank, they would be looking to
704 elevate the base of it up the hlU, but It would not be extensive. She stated they were talking about
705 maintaining a very similar overflow elevation, or a few extra feet to match the Observatory tank
706 overflow. She stated if they could get more of the tank at a higher elevation but maintain the

707 same overflow elevation, it would help with the amount of usable storage. She stated in other
708 words, they would be looking to have a shorter tank, but the entire tank would be up higher so It
709 would be more usable. She stated for the Avon Street tank, that could be a shorter, wider tank on
710 stilts.
711
712 Ms. Mallek thanked her for the explanation.
713
714 Ms. Simpson stated in the master plan, they had outlined multiple additional operational studies
715 that would include a waterline condition assessment to better determine the condition of their
716 aging cast iron pipe, some additional pump facility condition assessment, pressure surge
717 investigation and mitigation in the north zone, additional mode! calibration, and additional
718 storage and operations evaluations. She showed a chart of all the projects listed in the finished
719 water master plan, noting that they totaled about $155M for the next 50 years. She commented
720 that this did not include maintenance items such as tank painting or right-of-way clearing.
721
722 Ms. Slmpson stated in summary, the 50-year comprehensive plan costs $155M. She stated all of
723 these projects would enhance their hydraulic connectivity, address operational inefficiencies, and
724 address increased future water demands. She stated the entire master plan was grouped in 5-year
725 increments to program replacement of aging infrastructure, and it would Improve overall system
726 flexibility and redundancy.
727
728 Mr. Rogers thanked Ms. Simpson for the presentation. Pie stated he knew from his other work
729 that the Department of Transportation would be doing major work on Hydraulic Road on Route
730 29 and was talking about installing a roundabout in that area. He asked if there was any
731 coordination in terms of the street work that must be done by both agencies, so they were not
732 impacting each other's work and creating a longer-term inconvenience for the residents in that
733 area.

734
735 Ms. Slmpson asked If Mr. Rogers was speaking about the Emmet Street Waterlme. She stated the
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736 short answer was yes: They were coordinating with VDOT, and they were aware that they were
737 interested in waterline improvements in that area. She stated she believed the roundabout may be
738 on Hydraulic in the vicinity of the Whole Foods entrance there, and they were looking at this
739 work. She stated she believed what was originally planned was a grade-separated interchange
740 there at Hydraulic, but that may have changed and would just include lane widening, so it may
741 not be as extensive as originally planned. She added that they were coordinating with VDOT and
742 the City on betterment opportunities in this area.
743
744 Mr. Rogers thanked Ms. Simpson and stated that was useful.
745
746 Mr. Gaffney asked Ms. Simpson if, with the new pump stations at Airport Road, there was a
747 need to complete the Airport Road storage tanks for quite a while. He asked if they would have
748 to wait and see.

749
750 Ms. Simpson responded affirmatively and stated it was determined that the tanks were not

751 needed right now, so at this point they were just reserving the space on the site for them.
752
753 Mr. Gaffney asked if they were to be installed, whether they would increase the available water
754 capacity in that pail of the County, which he believed had been one of Mr. Richardson's

755 questions earlier.

756
757 Ms. Simpson stated based on the information in the report, there was adequate water within the
758 existing urban storage tanks now and that increased storage at the site would not provide
759 increased water capacity to the area.
760
761 Mr. Gaffney stated okay.
762
763 Mr. Pinkston stated the purpose of this report was to focus on the finished water system. He
764 asked if that was correct.
765
766 Ms. Simpson stated that was correct.

767
768 Mr. Pinkston stated obviously wastewater was not a component of that. He stated water
769 treatment facilities were a part of that. He asked if that was correct.
770
771 Ms. Simpson stated water treatment was not. She stated that was separate.

772
773 Mr. Pinkston stated it was everything it takes to close the gaps.

774
775 Ms. Simpson stated once the water left the water treatment plant, it was the distribution system.

776
777 Mr. Pinkston stated he understood. He stated the net result was that for an investment of about
778 $3M a year over the course of 50 years, in terms of the sum total of the cost outlined at the end
779 of the presentation, that kind of investment over time would give them a tightly and
780 interconnected distribution system. He asked if that summary sounded correct.
781
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782 Ms. Simpson responded that it did, adding that there were additional studies recommended in the
783 master plan that may give them additional projects.
784
785 Mr. Pinkston noted that the net result was that for that sort of investment per year, they could
786 expect in 5 0 years to have a system that was very well interconnected and woven throughout the
787 whole area. He stated his other question was how they were able to advance the Central Water
788 Line prior to having this particular study completed. He stated he saw at one level why someone
789 wou!d think they should have the final overall plan finalized before making a major decision like
790 the Central Water Line. He asked if they could speak at all to why they felt comfortable moving
791 forward with the Central Water Line as one component of this, even though the overall plan was
792 still being finalized. He asked if Ms. Slmpson could say a bit more about that.
793
794 Ms. Slmpson responded that the majority of the modeling was completed earlier on in 2019 and
795 2020. She stated the hydraulic modeling set the stage for what improvements were needed, and
796 that was how they were able to confirm which projects were needed. She stated essentially, for a
797 lot of these projects, they had an idea that something needed to happen but just needed the
798 modeling to confirm it.
799

800 Ms. Simpson stated the Avon to Pantops and the Southern Loop analyses were all started before

801 the finished water master planning began. She stated they put the Avon and Pantops work on
802 hold, then started on the Finished Water Master Plan, and that modeling work confirmed the
803 status and some of the things they already knew beforehand, so they were able to continue on
804 with that project. She stated the same was true of the Airport Road Pump Station and some of the
805 newer waterlines that were up Route 29. She stated some of that analysis was already in
806 progress, and then the modeling confirmed the hydraulics they needed to move forward into
807 design.

809 Mr. Pinkston stated it sounded like they had a thoughtful and professional sense of figuring
810 things needed to be built, and the modeling confirmed that for them in terms of facts and figures.
811
812 Ms. Simpson stated that was correct.

813
814 Mr. Pinkston thanked Ms. Simpson.
815
816 Mr. Gaffney asked If there were any other questions.
817
818 10. OTHER ITEMS FROM KOARD/STAFF NOT ON AGENDA
819
820 Mr. Gaffney asked if there were other items from Board members or staff not on the agenda and
821 heard none.

822
823 Mr. Mawyer stated there were none from staff.

824
825 11. CLOSED MEETING
826 There was no reason for a closed meeting.

827
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828 12. ADJOURNMENT
829 At 3:51 p.m., Mr. Pinkston moved to adjourn the meeting oftheRivanna Water and Sewer
830 Authority. Mr. Rogers seconded the motion, which passed unanimously (7-0).
831
832
833 Respectfully submitted,
834
835
836
837 Wy Jeff Richardson

838 Secretary - Treasurer
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